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Can Computational Antitrust Succeed?

Daryl Lim*

Abstract. Computational antitrust comes to us at a time when courts and agencies are underfunded and overwhelmed, all while having to apply indeterminate rules to massive amounts of information in fast-moving markets. In the same way that Amazon disrupted e-commerce through its inventory and sales algorithms and TikTok’s progressive recommendation system keeps users hooked, computational antitrust holds the promise to revolutionize antitrust law. Implemented well, computational antitrust can help courts curate and refine precedential antitrust cases, identify anticompetitive effects, and model innovation effects and counterfactuals in killer acquisition cases. The beauty of AI is that it can reach outcomes humans alone cannot define as “good” or “better” as the untrained neural network interrogates itself via the process of trial and error. The maximization process is dynamic, with the AI being capable of scouring options to optimize the best rewards under the given circumstances; mirroring how courts operationalize antitrust policy—computing the expected reward from executing a policy in a given environment. At the same time, any system is only as good as its weakest link, and computational antitrust is no exception. The synergistic possibilities that humans and algorithms offer depend on their interplay. Humans may lean on ideology as a heuristic when they must interpret the rule of reason according to economic theory and evidence. For this reason, it becomes imperative to understand, mitigate, and, where appropriate, harness those biases.

* Professor of Law and Director, Center for Intellectual Property, Information, and Privacy Law, University of Illinois at Chicago John Marshall Law School. I am grateful to Martin Sicilian and Alyssa Lauren Epstein for their valuable editorial assistance.

I. Introduction

Launched in January 2021, Stanford University Codex Center’s “Computational Antitrust” project studies the use of legal informatics to navigate complex and dynamic markets by automating antitrust procedures and improving antitrust analysis. An undertow of ideological currents has always swept antitrust law. In these waters, judges have extraordinary discretion in using economic theory and data to shape jurisprudence in erratic ways. For the first time in antitrust’s turbulent history, things could get much easier.

In the same way that Amazon disrupted e-commerce through its inventory and sales algorithms and TikTok’s progressive recommendation system keeps users hooked, computational antitrust holds the promise to revolutionize antitrust law. The team at Stanford is not alone with such bold plans. For instance, Giovanna Massarotto & Ashwin Ittoo built and tested an unsupervised antitrust machine learning (AML) application. The algorithm autonomously datamined cases to discover underlying patterns and correlated them. Progeny of algorithms like those Massarotto and Ittoo used could one day curate enormous data across decades and diverse industries, forensically detecting anomalies in market behavior and simulating to the nth degree the consequences of structural and behavioral remedies before a case ever gets to trial.

The promise of computational antitrust has attracted scores of admirers. The U.S. Justice Department announced its participation in the Stanford project shortly after its launch, and its website boasts no less than fifty other agencies spanning the economic powerhouses of Asia, North America, and Europe, as well as a diverse array of agencies from the Americas, the Middle East, and Africa. Guiding the team’s advisory board is a who’s who of academics from antitrust law and computer science.

With such lofty goals, the interest of a dazzling array of agencies, and the support of leading thinkers, it was a matter of time before the buzz would carry over into popular press, including the New York Times and Le Monde. Doubtless,
computation antitrust is an exciting proposition, but can it succeed? Humans have always muddled through when theory and empirical information are inadequate—we may do so poorly. Where can computational antitrust make the greatest difference? What are its perils? And what should its next steps be?

II. Three Tasks for Computational Antitrust

The Chicago School believes that antitrust law should be grounded in the belief that unrestrained competitive forces best allocate economic resources, offering the lowest prices and highest quality. Chicago School antitrust, which dominated U.S. antitrust law for decades, believes *laissez faire* competition best delivers those results. Judge Easterbrook summed it up by warning that judicial "[w]isdom lags far behind the market," and "[o]nly someone with a very detailed knowledge of the market process, as well as the time and data needed for evaluation, would be able to answer that question. Sometimes no one can answer it." Until "doubts" about "the ability of courts to make things better even with the best data . . . have been overcome," there should not be antitrust enforcement.

For the first time, computational antitrust holds the promise to soothe Chicagoan skepticism of false positives and judicial inaptitude. To do so, it should focus on three key tasks. First, computational antitrust should help judges and parties curate the law and facts. Second, computational antitrust should help with simulations in killer acquisition cases, where incumbents to maintain market share by buying and burying, rather than beating, rival technologies. It could do so by adding a new dimension of rigor to merger retrospectives. Third, it should help private plaintiffs and agencies persuade courts, particularly those sympathetic to Chicago School antitrust, that intervention will bring about a net positive result. In doing so, computational antitrust can empower plaintiffs to play the role antitrust policy envisions as guardians of a competitively robust marketplace.
A – Curating Law and Facts

Precedent can be unhelpful when the allegedly anticompetitive practice is new or where precedents are inconsistent with each other. Idiosyncratic rules make litigation highly costly and protracted when disputes arise, requiring extensive discovery and costly expert analysis. As judges struggle to apply the rule of reason, they may end up confusing the doctrine even further.

Computational antitrust can scour reported cases to assess how past courts weighed competitive effects and identify influential factors. Some factors may be conventional. Others may be previously unobserved. For instance, algorithms could scour cases and match them against depositions and other preprocessed evidence to provide quicker and more consistent analyses. Big data, deep learning, and data mining can help identify relevant market variables even in the absence of an established theory and, more broadly, detect connections without (current) legal significance that parties do not know or have no capacity to examine. Algorithms could also account for interactions among indicators that escape even expert witnesses, contextualize and associate information with the familiar, and provide predictions based on untrained parameters.

Consider how unsupervised data mining algorithms might zero in on data clusters and probe those clusters to find other abstractions. Or how principal component analysis identifies factors carrying the greatest weight in functions and zeroes in on the most important dimensions of datasets to show the stampeding factors. Or how convolutional neural networks can abstract local features from examples by recognizing specific facts in opinions.

Cases presenting the same set of facts would reach the same outcome as precedential cases presenting the same set of markers. For instance, an algorithm might be trained to identify circumstances when a defendant’s denial of essential technological inputs is incidental to activity that does not improve the incumbent’s product, but serves only to degrade the quality or quantity of rivals’ products. Once algorithms produce their recommendation, judges may choose to accept or reject the AI’s recommendation. More imminently, judges could simply use AI to suggest factors in the case for particularly close attention.

Case law provides only a starting point because precedent may or may not be based on sound economic analyses and ideology. Training AI using case precedents
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87 See Theodore W. Ruger et al., The Supreme Court Forecasting Project: Legal and Political Science Approaches to Predicting Supreme Court Decisionmaking, 104 COLUM. L. REV. 1150, 1150 (2004).
88 Similarly, AI-based support vector machines (SVMs) can find relationships between sets of antitrust cases while handling outlier or mislabeled cases, allowing SVM to crunch abrogated case law. See, e.g., AURELIEN GERON, HANDS-ON MACHINE LEARNING WITH SCIKIT-LEARN & TENSORFLOW 145-67 (Nicole Tache et al. eds., 1st ed. 2017).
90 Id. at 217.
91 See, e.g., SEAN GERRISH, HOW SMART MACHINES THINK 135 (2018).
alone risks distorting economic realities further. For this reason, AI needs to be able to stress test outcomes of precedent against current market data of the case at hand.

Second, computational antitrust can help establish a new set of per se rules to simplify judging based on algorithmically derived presumptions. Courts have devised per se rules by, for example, using the damming presence of an agreement to fix prices as a sign of market inefficiency without engaging in a counterfactual exercise, giving defendants no opportunity to prove the value of those restraints.\(^{22}\) A judge’s unfamiliarity with the industry at issue would be less of an impediment as they would be able to apply precedent across industries, or as the Supreme Court wrote, “establish[] one uniform rule applicable to all industries alike.”\(^{23}\) Indeed, courts have noted that far from being a reason not to apply the per se rule, a judge’s lack of experience in an industry is precisely the reason why they should do so.\(^{24}\)

However, like the tide receding from the shoreline, the receding cover of per se rules left lower courts the unenviable task of weighing counterfactuals based on shifting social and economic theories, leaving more and more adjudication taking place under conditions of ignorance and uncertainty due to imperfect information and our limited capacity for cognition.\(^{25}\) By 1977, the Supreme Court declared, “[p]er se rules of illegality are appropriate only when they relate to conduct that is manifestly anticompetitive.”\(^{26}\)

Computational antitrust could allow judges to gradually broaden the instances when it might be appropriate to apply per se rules of illegality and legality. They can rely on computing muscle and a trove of data analytics to confidently assume that a confluence of certain facts would likely result in anticompetitive harm or not. AI can help keep the weighting of the probability of events consistent while adjusting weights in the data sets based on new economic evidence to reward producers who best serve consumer wants without requiring courts to act as central planners.

In sum, computational antitrust can significantly reduce the time and effort needed to analyze a case. More importantly, courts and agencies stand a much better chance at applying legal principles consistently, even when facts are idiosyncratic.\(^{27}\) This reason alone would be enough to rally support for computational antitrust, but there are two further tasks that it should help address.

B – Forecast Killer Acquisitions

Merger analysis attempts to compare a hypothetical market outcome with the merger or acquisition with a hypothetical market outcome without it.\(^{28}\) When the case involves acquisitions targeting companies in the early stages of product
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22 Id.
24 Id.
development—“killer acquisitions”—the analysis must not only forecast a world where something has not yet happened; it must do so without the data points that a history of actual marketplace competition provides.\(^{29}\) There are usually no direct competitors to the acquired companies to challenge these acquisitions, and harm to the acquirers’ competitors may be too speculative at that point to support or a lawsuit or even to provide sufficient incentive to sue.

Nonetheless, the law requires judges to combine muddled precedent and guesswork to reach legally enforceable conclusions that affect not just the parties before them but also, through the precedential force of their own opinions, those across other industries for years to come. Given how difficult these counterfactual inquiries seem, one option is to give up on antitrust enforcement. This is exactly what supporters of killer acquisitions argue: whether users would be even better off without the acquisition is speculative.\(^{30}\) They have argued that “the ability of the enforcer to predict technological changes and synergies in assessing the future pro- and anticompetitive effect of a transaction” is a key challenge.\(^{31}\) Instead, they praise these acquisitions for allowing acquirers to improve product offerings, provide greater access to research and development capabilities, supply the acquired firm’s users with greater support, and reward venture capitalists.\(^{32}\)

However, it is also possible that competitive pressures from nascent rivalry increase the incumbent’s competitive pressure to innovate in anticipation, suggesting that antitrust law should move toward prohibiting killer acquisitions. Empirical work by Carolina Destailleur et al. modeled killer acquisitions and illustrate how an incumbent firm buys the early-stage one before it can undermine the established firm’s dominance and disrupt the industry.\(^{33}\) They argue that “even though it is unforeseeable which projects could have been further developed and useful for society if the target had not been acquired at an early stage, and which ones could not, considering that the market and consumers might be significantly affected by these transactions, antitrust authorities should be worried or at least vigilant on this situation.”\(^{34}\) In essence, nascent rivals compete for the market, not merely within the market, and a bias toward intervention would aid dynamic efficiency since innovation may be the only way to dislodge the incumbent.\(^{35}\)

 Agencies currently employ merger retrospectives to improve review procedures and avoid generalizations.\(^{36}\) They typically use a “differences-in-differences” (DiD) method to compare the merged entity to a control group unaffected by the merger

---


\(^{30}\) Id.


\(^{32}\) Jacobson & Mufarrige, supra note 25, at 1.


\(^{34}\) Id., at 36.

\(^{35}\) See Hemphill & Wu, supra note 29, at 1888.

and study differences in product price, quality, output, and innovation over time.\footnote{\textsuperscript{37}} Unfortunately, retrospectives are primitive and not very useful for killer acquisition cases.

First, merger retrospectives require precise data on market products, both pre- and post-merger, as well as data on the agency’s predictions.\footnote{\textsuperscript{38}} However, a merger might affect several markets or be difficult to quantify.\footnote{\textsuperscript{39}} Second, methodology for a merger retrospective may scrutinize data sources, price measures, control groups, and statistical methods. These may affect the measured effect or counterfactual.\footnote{\textsuperscript{40}} Third, for them to be useful, merger retrospectives need to go beyond price effects. Too many retrospective merger studies rely heavily on pricing data because that is what is most readily available. However, that limits its usefulness in capturing the many nonprice dimensions of competition that truly inform the antitrust analysis.\footnote{\textsuperscript{41}}

Enter computational antitrust, which works prospectively. This feature allows the algorithm to navigate dynamic market environments and not to stop the environment before computing.\footnote{\textsuperscript{42}} To the extent variables in its dataset need modification, AI training techniques use autoencoders to update word embeddings, machine translation, document clustering, sentiment analysis, and paraphrase detection.\footnote{\textsuperscript{43}} Stacking autoencoders on top of each other allows the first autoencoder to focus on encoding features at one level of abstraction. The next autoencoder uses the earlier output to recognize fact patterns and focus on encoding more abstract features.\footnote{\textsuperscript{44}} Defining features broadly helps avoid overfitting, which happens when the learner fits the function to the data.\footnote{\textsuperscript{45}} Overfitting also happens in legal reasoning when one ties a rule to the facts. The solution is to include more examples in training and testing the function against other test examples.\footnote{\textsuperscript{46}}

With algorithmic assistance, stakeholders can control the variables and use reinforcement learning to employ an iterative process of updating those policies to converge on an optimal policy and optimal value function through a finite number of iterations.\footnote{\textsuperscript{47}} In this way, computational antitrust can help generalize market

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{38} See Dennis W. Carlton, Why We Need to Measure the Effect of Merger Policy and How to Do It, 5 COMP. POL’Y INT’L 77 (2009).}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{40} See id.}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{41} Id.}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{42} See Carlton, supra note 38.}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{43} Id. at 29.}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{44} See Venkata Krishna Jonnalagadda, Sparse, Stacked and Variational Autoencoder, MEDIUM (Dec. 6, 2018), https://medium.com/@venkatakrisjonnalagadda/sparse-stacked-and-variational-autoencoder-ef967b673b64.}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{46} Id. note 18, at 26-28.}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{47} See id.}
information to help judges better assess predictions about intervention and achieve policy goals by formulating better antitrust rules.\textsuperscript{48}

Repeated simulations will help courts and agencies determine optimal contestability conditions and better map synergies that affect innovation pathways by tracing user adoption of the technology. In doing so, computational antitrust could narrow the range of estimates and have designated numerical values. For instance, “probable” could mean a 60-80 percent chance of happening—this would reduce the risk of confusion. Moreover, by requiring computational antitrust to translate terms like “fair chance” to numbers, it encourages those involved in the process to think more carefully about how they arrived at the numerical range, reducing cognitive bias by metacognition.\textsuperscript{49} Over time and with practice, the AI-human teams will get better at distinguishing finer shades of uncertainty.

C – Save the Antitrust Plaintiff

Antitrust plaintiffs face systemic biases that computational antitrust may help address. For instance, in an antitrust suit, plaintiffs must cumulatively show market power and an antitrust injury.\textsuperscript{50} By comparison, defendants can rebut each element in multiple ways. The procedural asymmetry between plaintiffs and defendants translates into plaintiffs expending resources to establish each element of their cause of action, while defendants focus on a single ground to defend. Plaintiffs face rigorous scrutiny in their attempt to vindicate their rights.

Work by Gideon Parchomovsky and Alex Stein shows that the best way to realize the goals of compensation and deterrence generally is to enable victims to pursue individual justice against those who wronged them.\textsuperscript{51} Compensation funds also recompense victims but do little to prevent future wrongs.\textsuperscript{52} Against this backdrop, Andrew Gavil and Steven Salop observed that Chicago’s “[t]he goal of preventing false positives provided a focus for the comparative evaluation of alternative legal rules, and became a barometer for evaluating the scope of antitrust prohibitions. This translated into a call for a higher evidentiary burden on plaintiffs in cases alleging exclusionary conduct, which included a requirement of more economic evidence to support competitive harm allegations.”\textsuperscript{53}

Under Chicago’s rule, plaintiffs lose an overwhelming majority of cases in the face of heightened procedural, evidential, and substantive barriers,\textsuperscript{54} even while judges relax scrutiny of vertical agreements, dominant firm behavior, and mergers

\textsuperscript{48} Max Tegmark, \textit{Life 3.0: Being Human in the Age of Artificial Intelligence} 85-86 (2017).
\textsuperscript{50} Brunswick Corp. v. Pueblo Bowl-O-Mat, Inc. 429 U.S. 477 (1977).
\textsuperscript{52} Id.
to benefit defendants. Judge Posner summed it up by observing the rule of reason was simply a “euphemism for non-liability.” Empowering judges to focus on adjudication will be crucial for courts to administer justice more efficiently and effectively in antitrust cases.

Adherents to the Chicago School believe anticompetitive exclusion is ineffective and enjoy several ready justifications, including preventing free-riding, minimizing transaction costs, and permitting straightforward profit maximization. Unfortunately, Chicago School antitrust has not developed a reliable way to weigh false positive and false negative risks or estimate their relative costs. Yet this has not stopped judges, worried about chilling procompetitive conduct and the high costs of litigation on the one hand, while dismissive of the costs of failing to deter harmful conduct on the other, from relying on unsupported claims about competitive effects.

Uncertainty may skew actors towards corporate opportunism. Businesses have much to gain, and the likelihood of being successfully sued for treble damages is low when rules are uncertain. Judicial permissiveness exacerbates this state of affairs. Judges, overwhelmed by complex rules and markets and wary of private litigation, embraced Chicago’s statements of faith in the market’s ability to renew itself, in turn systematically diminishing antitrust plaintiffs’ ability to prevail.

Over the last several decades, courts have indeed taken on this article of faith in blessing widening price-cost margins, regarding them as nothing more than free-market efficiencies at work. Consider how Chief Justice Roberts, writing for the dissent in Actavis, a case involving pharmaceutical patents, used consumer welfare precisely as the basis for approving reverse payment settlements that resulted in substantially higher prices to consumers. Similarly, the majority in American Express, a case dealing with Amex’s anti-steering rules, paid lip service to consumer welfare while endorsing higher consumer prices.

Plaintiffs are indispensable to our legal system. They play a pivotal role in exposing misconduct and help the system achieve its policy goals. Erase any meaningful chance of success, and the checks against behavior that stifles market competition will stumble and collapse. Computational antitrust may give plaintiffs

58 Lao, supra note 3, at 665.
60 Id.
61 Id.
a better basis to overcome Chicago School misgivings to prove improper, actionable antitrust violations. It may assist others further afield as well. Restoring a reasonable chance of succeeding in litigation to plaintiffs helps preserve public trust in the law, and it is the right thing to do.

III. The Perils of Computational Antitrust

Reflecting on computational antitrust, Eleanor Fox noted that “[w]hen you talk about data, you also have to talk about values . . . And assumptions.”66 Fox touches on a fundamental obstacle to the success of computational antitrust. Humans are not designed to process vast amounts of quantitative data, a problem the economic literature calls “bounded rationality.”67 They rely on heuristics such as ideology to navigate the world, shaped by personal experiences, beliefs, and biology.68 When humans code, their coding is not value-neutral, and biases may seep into the algorithmic code, filtering into training data and the weights judges may assign to the algorithm.69 Algorithms will likely be path-dependent, as Tom Nachbar observed, “based on decisions made in previous iterations of the program—prompting a cascading search for purpose.”70

Of course, training datasets themselves may contain biases and lead to unfair and legally erroneous decisions. For example, a case from the 1970s would likely have been decided on Chicago School’s terms, weighing potential losses to dynamic efficiency more than the intervention’s potential gains.71 Earlier cases may be more Neo-Brandeisian by comparison, favoring small businesses because of a political preference for atomism over economic efficiency.72 Moreover, the training data may identify the criteria for evaluation and replicate the problems as we advance if based on bad theories. This problem is all the more systemic in reinforcement learning, where the reward may be a biased identification, generating even more bias over time, raising the risk of what Nachbar labeled "snowballing unfairness."73

Andrew Selbst expressed concern that using AI in adjudication exchanges one problem-bounded rationality for another: the inability to oversee or understand how AI decides completely.74 Sophisticated algorithms are too complicated to be read and evaluated even by data scientists and software engineers.75 Moreover, the

66 N.Y. TIMES, supra note 9.
72 See, e.g., United States v. Aluminum Co. of Am., 148 F.2d 416 (1945).
74 Andrew D. Selbst, Negligence and AI’s Human Users, 100 B.U. L. REV. 1315, 1362 (2020).
massive scale of datasets makes it hard to scrutinize their contents and perpetuate algorithmic bias thoroughly.\textsuperscript{76}

Before rejecting computational antitrust on the grounds of transparency, however, it is helpful to recall that human decision-making is not significantly more accountable than AI. Consider, for example, how antitrust’s rule of reason itself is a black box. Simply put, it is a sequence of rules operationalizing policy judgments about how antitrust law should weigh economic costs, benefits, and possibilities. To say a restraint on competition is legal is to say it was, on balance, benign. Chief Justice Roberts complained about the “amorphous rule of reason.”\textsuperscript{77} Justice Breyer observed that implementing procompetitive benefits in the rule of reason analysis is an “absolute mystery.”\textsuperscript{78}

Courts operating on ideology may write for justification and not for explanation. This conclusion discounts the precedents’ value as accurately revealing the facts that the legal principles within those precedents are supposed to operate on. In contrast, computational antitrust may provide a better forum for stakeholders to improve the process once it is known that the algorithm produces systematically problematic outcomes.\textsuperscript{79}

The temptation to dumb down computational antitrust to further explainability should similarly be avoided. The lack of explainability is a feature of AI’s ability to recognize connections not obvious to humans, and indeed the purpose of using them in the first place.\textsuperscript{80} Dumbing down AI to improve its explainability comes with further problems: the algorithm may become less effective or more vulnerable to gaming and adversarial learning by regulated parties.\textsuperscript{81}

For these reasons, those seeking transparency may find accountability both a more realistic and helpful goal.\textsuperscript{82} Accountability attempts to explain what both the algorithms and their users seek to achieve.\textsuperscript{83} We can use an interpretable model, substituting components in the system with more interpretable facets with computational antitrust. Decision trees used in AI analyses reliably track how courts apply legal standards to facts.\textsuperscript{84} Decision trees are composed of internal nodes representing tests on features or attributes, with each branch representing a

\begin{footnotes}
\footnotetext{79}{See Maurice E. Stucke, Does the Rule of Reason Violate the Rule of Law?, 42 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 1375, 1461–66 (2009).}
\footnotetext{80}{Id.}
\footnotetext{82}{Nachbar, supra note 69, at 561.}
\footnotetext{83}{Id. at 62.}
\end{footnotes}
possible outcome. The path from roots to leaves represents the classification rules. The algorithm typically uses “if-then rules,” where the “if” clause combines conditions on the input variables.

The rule of reason is particularly suited to this technique since it also follows a logical sequence, allowing each step to be coded, disaggregated, and individually assessed by courts and data scientists. As the algorithm sorts through the data, decision trees can analyze and predict whether the facts lean toward a case being anticompetitive, qualifying predictions with a probability relative to other cases sharing similar attributes.

Done well, computational antitrust will help minimize biases from human decision-making without compounding those biases with its own. In the years ahead, ethics teams will likely become an essential department in antitrust agencies and economic consultancies such as finance, legal, marketing, and human resource departments already are. These teams can help decision-makers weigh benefits and harms of algorithmic processes and recommendations, flag their implications, develop guidelines, and clarify ethical conflicts.

IV. Next Steps for Computational Antitrust

David Ricardo espoused a theory of labor allocation based on comparative advantage. With computational antitrust, algorithms can reduce the cognitive bias in human judgment. In contrast, humans can mitigate the systemic weakness in an algorithm’s ability to produce robust outcomes when there is little data or when it requires goal-setting and weighted values.

Judges and enforcers can be resistant to evidence that undercuts our own beliefs, which can be a serious issue in the malleable environment where a legal policy or case law is decided, such as with antitrust law. With computational antitrust, the algorithm can provide an initial prediction that stakeholders can use as a factor in their assessments. As computational antitrust becomes more commonly used, stakeholders’ value judgments will be more valuable, not less, since the likelihood of getting it “right” in a given case will be all the greater.

Parties will need to do their part, presenting data to support the narratives they wish to advance. The usual rules of evidence will govern the data. Where they are lacking, such as is the “value of technology,” parties will need to persuade the judge what that value should encompass. Defining payoffs will be hard, particularly

---

85 See Riccardo, supra note 4, at 13-14.
86 See id.
87 See id. at 21.
90 See generally DAVID RICARDO, ON THE PRINCIPLES OF POLITICAL ECONOMY AND TAXATION (1817).
without markets to provide valuations (e.g., assessments of “good” outcomes, like what access to patented technology is worth), but as predictive algorithms gain additional knowledge about the probabilities of occurrence, ambiguity disappears, and the choices become clearer.\textsuperscript{93} AI scoring tools can then help to standardize concepts against technical and commercial criteria, curating data on the value of technology, anticipated short and long-term implications, and the likelihood of commercial success.\textsuperscript{94} In such instances, judges need to articulate what kinds of corrections to precedent are warranted, so AI does not increase biases rather than reduce them.

Computational antitrust could make antitrust suits faster and cheaper. Current rules make bringing an antitrust suit highly costly and protracted. The Supreme Court described antitrust litigation as “interminable”\textsuperscript{95} with an “inevitably costly and protracted discovery phase,”\textsuperscript{96} yielding an antitrust system that Maurice Stucke judged as “hopelessly beyond effective judicial supervision.”\textsuperscript{97} Once the antitrust matter gets to trial, its plod may fail to keep pace with the market.\textsuperscript{98} It can take a decade or more to bring a case to judgment.\textsuperscript{99} Lengthy, costly litigation may paralyze government-enforcement efforts in policing anticompetitive conduct. In this sense, computational antitrust could supercharge the velocity of litigation and make swift justice work for the benefit of all.

\textbf{V. Conclusion}

Computational antitrust comes to us at a time when courts and agencies are underfunded and overwhelmed, all while having to apply indeterminate rules to massive amounts of information in fast-moving markets. Thibault Schrepel, leader of the Stanford project, argues that automation is a way to “fight fire with fire.”\textsuperscript{100}

Implemented well, computational antitrust can help courts curate and refine precedential antitrust cases, identify anticompetitive effects, and model innovation effects and counterfactuals in killer acquisition cases. The beauty of AI is that it can reach outcomes humans alone cannot define as “good” or “better” as the untrained neural network interrogates itself via the process of trial and error. The maximization process is dynamic, with the AI being capable of scouring options to optimize the best rewards under the given circumstances,\textsuperscript{101} mirroring how courts operationalize antitrust policy - computing the expected reward from executing a policy in a given environment.

\textsuperscript{93} See Gary Charness & Dan Levin, \textit{When Optimal Choices Feel Wrong: A Laboratory Study of Bayesian Updating, Complexity, and Affect}, 95 A.M. ECON. REV. 1200, 1200 (2005).
\textsuperscript{96} Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 558 (2007).
\textsuperscript{100} N.Y. TIMES, supra note 9.
At the same time, any system is only as good as its weakest link, and computational antitrust is no exception. The synergistic possibilities that humans and algorithms offer depend on their interplay. The algorithm and training sets must be constantly refined and debiased. And each slice of human ingenuity from a judge or enforcer comes spiked with a dose of cognitive bias. Humans may lean on ideology as a heuristic when they must interpret the rule of reason according to economic theory and evidence. For this reason, it becomes imperative to understand, mitigate, and, where appropriate, harness those biases.

The cumulative sum of the Stanford project’s efforts will draw responses from others whose vantage points are informed by their own experiences and insights. Similarly, new behavioral insights and technological advances may be adapted to refine computational antitrust analysis and develop creative responses to anticompetitive behavior in yet undiscovered commercial frontiers.\(^{102}\) The enterprise of developing a coherent understanding of computational antitrust’s implications on the status quo has only begun. In this, in all our endeavors, we can be grateful to the Stanford project team for providing a focal point for our collective efforts.

\(^{102}\) See e.g. Lim, supra note 4 at 144.